
 

 

 

 
From the Editor      1
  
 
   
Workshop sessions 
and presenters        
       
  

La Grange landholders were formally presented with information, maps and data at the   

recent annual workshop describing the soil and water of the region and completing the four 

year feasibility into the opportunities for future agriculture development within La Grange. 

We always want our projects to make a difference and at the final La Grange regional   

workshop, in addition to  highly applauded resource data, models and maps, real           

foundations for change were made.  Four years ago, many landholders within the La 

Grange didn’t know each other, let alone understand in what direction their neighbours 

wanted the region to grow.  The first year was tense, the second year too but as water and 

soil results started to appear and relationship barriers cautiously wound down, a united   

region with genuine future plans and a shared regional vision emerged.  The conversation 

that completed the fourth and final La Grange Agriculture Opportunities workshop was    

encouraging, energising and genuine.   

Pastoralists, horticulturalists and traditional owners shared highlights and frustrations as 

they brainstormed ways of working to solve issues they identified as landholders within the 

La Grange. The need to keep the annual forum going was highlighted as essential.   

As the La Grange Agriculture Opportunities project draws to a close, the            

Department’s work with the region will continue, with stronger relationships and 

innovative data to enable informed decisions.                  Felicity Brown 
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Executive Director, John 
Ruprecht officially opened and 

closed the workshop   

 

Joe Edgar (Karajarri) and Neil McKenzie 
(Yawuru) formally welcomed workshop            

participants to their shared country.   

Facilitator, Dave Munday kept 
the workshop on track and     

running to time and coordinated  
group sessions and parked    

discussions.  

Mel Marshall and Anna Dwyer, from Nulungu Research Institute         
delivered an audio of traditional owners’ responses to the project  

Project Manager Chris Ham 
outlined the project overview 
and goals and showcased by 
maps the region’s preferred  
areas for  irrigation as identified 
by the project.                      
Chris also outlined freight     
opportunities and challenges as 
future development in the     
region grows and explained 
‘where to from here’ as the   
project comes to and end. 
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Richard George and his         
resource team delivered data, 
maps and models developed 

over the past four years to    
identify the optimal development 

areas. 

Nick Wright delivered his      
wetlands mapping, 3D           

geological representation and 
depth to water web-APP 

Bob Paul outlined the results of 
the monitoring bore drill       

program, data logging of water 
levels and legacy of the project 

Paul Raper reported on the first 
draft of the scenario modelling 
tool and its use for assessing 

groundwater use 

Henry Smolinski delivered La 
Grange soil mapping to identify 

best areas for irrigation 

Tracy Sonneman, from Dept. 
Parks & Wildlife explained   
environmental assets that   

proponents need to consider 
when developing proposals 

Northern Beef Futures Tim Wiley outlined current 
agriculture trials for fodder plants and weeds 
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David Stoate from  
Anna Plains updated 

on the region’s      
pastoral industry  

Ewan Noakes, Braeden Taylor and Frederick Shovellor       
updated on the work of the Karajarri rangers  

Dept. of Water’s Susie 
Williams updated on the 
region’s water allocation  

David Galwey from  
Shamrock Gardens      

updated on the region’s 
horticulture industry  

Pius Gregory and Dean 
Matthews updated on 

Yawuru and country 
managers work and    

research   

Virginia Wilkinson outlines 
what markets want that the 
region can grow - findings 
from the Coriolis report 

Core        

questions that 

Coriolis were 

engaged to 

address: What 

products do 

our key target 

markets 

want… … that 

can be     

competitively 

produced in 

the North of 

Western    

Australia?  
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